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Abstract - The amplitude dependent and time dependent damping in a single crys
tal of zirconium has been investigated in the temperature range ambient to 1»00°£ 
The results are attributed to a combination of dislocation unpinning and pin 
rearrargesent. After stabilization of the pin distribution by vibration condi
tioning, followed by a sudden large increase in amplitude, it is shown that the 
specimen retains a memory of the stabilized state. 

Introduction 
Since alloys based un zirconium are used in the nuclear industry, 

it is important to understand their .deformation behaviour. Internal friction is 
a very sensitive technique for the study of the interaction between dislocations 
and peint defects. When it is measured as a function of strain amplitude, the 
onset of strain amplitude dependent damping is often caused by dislocation un
pinning. At low frequencies ( ̂ 1 Hz) and in the temperature range of technolo
gical importance for zirconium (ambient to 500°C), there is also amplitude 
dependent dwiping due to the rearrangement of pinning points. Under these cir
cumstances, amplitude dependent internal friction is accompanied by time depen
dent internal friction and the two phenomena become difficult to separate. 

This paper reports a study of a single crystal o** zirconium where an at
tempt has been made to differentiate between these two phenomena (unpinning and 
rearrangement) using a pendulum which can be controlled at constant amplitude. 

Experimental Tcchni-.ues 
The low frequency ('v 6 Hz) counterbalanced reed pendulum (1), automated 

measurement Bystem for free decay (?) and the constant amplitude control system 
(3) used in this study have been described in detail elsewhere. Using the cons
tant amplitude method, the voltage or drive signal, D, applied to the coil dri
ving circuit is directly proportional to the energy input to the pendulum and is 
related to the logarithmic decrement, A, by the relation : A"K C Iy DM v^ere Iy 
ic the drive current per volt of drive signal, D R « D / K is the normalized drive 
signal, N is the nominal strain amplitude and K c is the drive calibration cons
tant . The amplitude at which the pendulum is maintained is preset, by adjusting 
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a reference voltage using a ten turn potentiometer. Thus it is convenient to 
refer to the nominal strain amplitude simply by this turn setting, K. Fro» the 
geometry of the specimen and pendulum, II is easily related to the surface strain 
amplitude, e. For this study C * (1-55 x 10~^)8 and Kç » 25.8. 

As pointed out by Atrens (lb), the damping versus strain amplitude curve in 
free decay for zirconium often depends upon both the amplitude and tine of vibra
tion at the amplitude frost which the decay starts. Consequently, it is important 
to ensure that in exciting the pendulum to an amplitude from which a free decay 
is to be observed, no overshoot is allowed. This is easily accomplished with the 
pendulum control system. 

The single crystal of zirconium vas in the form of a platelet (23.8 mm x 
6.5 mm x 1.1» mm) with the c-axis perpendicular to the plane of the platelet and 
with the lonfituiinal axis of the specimen at an angle of lb.5° to one of the 
a-axes. The cryst»! was grown by the floating zone technique (5) and had the 
following major impurities (ug/g) : Cu, 50 ; Fe, 80 ; Hf, 50 ; H, 31» ; 0,200. 
Before mounting the specimen in the pendulum, it was estimated to contain a dis
location density of 2 x 105 cm'2. Mounting the specimen produces localized 
deformation in the gripped regions, and in an attempt to stabilize this fresh 
dislocation structure, an in situ anneal for 1 hr at 700°C in a vacuum of 
10"6 Bm of Hg was performed. 

Results 
Initial experiments in the temperature range of ambient to 500°C revealed a 

variety of interesting internal friction phenomena and it was established that 
in the temperature range 20°C to 300°C the damping was both time dependent and 
amplitude dependent. In order to study this behaviour, it was first necessary to 
devise a standard reproducible starting structure (essentially time independent) 
at each temperature of interest. The technique adopted is referred to as a 
'programmed vibration anneal*. The specimen is heated frcu the previous test 
temperature to 1»00°C at 2°C per min, held at that temperature for 2.5 hr, and 
then cooled to the new test temperature at 0.5°C per min, all the while vibra
ting at a constant nominal strain amplitude of II « 2. 

After this treatment it was found that the time dependence was negligible 
and the damping essentially independent of amplitude for amplitudes < H • 2. 
However, when the amplitude was increased above R * 2, the damping was time 
dependent at the new amplitude. A typical result for a step from N • 2 to 
R * T.5 and 238°C is illustrated in Fig. 1. When reco ery was complete after 
vibration conditioning at the new amplitude GH (N * 7-5)» the damping was time 
independent for amplitudes < tu but further time dependent effects could be 
induced by increasing the strain amplitude above Cf}> 

Three distinct sets of experiments were carried out to try to reveal the 
mechanisms responsible for the time dependent recovery. Tests in the first set 
are typified by Fig. 1 which was repeated at various temperatures. The second 
and third sets are both studies of the recovery at a fixed temperature of l86°C 
for a series of different-sized steps in amplitude. In the second set, Fig. 2, 
the amplitude was initially increased from the vibration anneal level of N » 2, 
followed by a study of the recovery at H * 3- When the recovery was complete, 
this was followed by a vibration anneal at H » 2 and subsequent investigation 
of the recovery at K » 1», and so on to N » 9. In Fig. 2 the damping levels imme
diately after a step increase in amplitude, after one hour of recovery and the 
final damping level are plotted as a function of strain amplitude. It is stressed 
that thi> measurements at each new strain amplitude were preceded by the program
med vibration anneal described above. 

In the third set, Fig. 3, once again the recovery at 186°C was recorded 
after .-.train stepr. corresponding to ON » 1, with K increasing in sequence from 
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3 to 8,but this time without vibration annealing in between. In contrast to 
Pig. 2, Fig. 3 shows that when the amplitude steps are small and the specimen 
is allowed to recover after each step, the tiae dependent changes are small 
also. Moreover, a very interesting change in the results occurs at both M * T 
and N » 7-5 ; the rate of change of damping with tine changes sign. This is 
better illustrated in Pig. k where it can be seen that for a step increase in 
amplitude from B « 6 to JJ • 7, the danping initially increases to a peak value 
after about 70 ain and thereafter decrease » with tine. 

As shown in Fig. 2 after a large increase in amplitude, the damping Measu
red in free decay leads to a well-defined 'knee', at • • 2, even after vibration 
conditioning at H « 7.5 for about 7 hr. A similar knee was also found if a tine 
decay similar to that shown in Fig. 1 was interrupted and the amplitude dependent 
damping in free decay was measured. This is taken as evidence that the disloca
tion-pin configuration retains a memory of the vibration anneal at K « 2. 

Discussion 
Although thermally assisted unpinning of dislocations (6), (7), (B) and 

stress induced rearrangement of pins within the dislocation core (9), (10), (11) 
(12) have been theoretically investigated separately, there is as yet no theore
tical framework which adequately covers the interesting situations where both 
types of phenomena occur together. For this reason, the arguments used in the 
discussion of the results presented here are necessarily of a qualitative and 
speculative nature. 

Initially, we assume that the system of dislocations and associated pins is 
in a quasi-equilibrium state produced by the programmed vibration anneal. If the 
subsequent step-up in amplitude is large enough, the dislocations break away 
from the existing distribution of pins, and the following time dependent decrea
se in damping is the transient vibration conditioning of the dislocation pin 
system in response to the nev strain amplitude level. One way in which the memo
ry effect shown in Fig. 2 can occur is if the dislocations are suddenly broken 
away from the pin distribution by a large increase in amplitude and on subsequent 
oscillations, the dislocations spend insufficient time per cycle interacting 
with the pin distribution left behind at the old amplitude to produce signifi
cant rearrangement. Some slight change in the distribution does occur as shown 
by the level at N = 2, vhich increases after recovery at the higher amplitudes 
(see Fig. 2), but this is insufficient to remove completely the memory of the 
vibration anneal. Further indirect evidence that a la-ge initial step in ampli
tude triggers significant unpinning is given by Fig. 3. These data indicate that 
significant unpinning can be avoided provided that the amplitude is increased in 
small steps and the pin distribution is allowed to adjust to each amplitude 
increase by vibration conditioning. In this case, as shown in Fig. 3 no memory 
of the vibration anneal is retained by the specimen and the sequence of events 
is completely changed. 

Fig. 3 and k show that provided the higher amplitude is reached in small 
steps with vibration conditioning at each step, the quasi-equilibrium structure 
existing at N • 2 read justes to each new step up in amplitude. However, an am
plitude is eventually reached where the rearrangement of the pin distribution is 
such that a small amount of thermally assisted unpinning occurs spontaneously, 
leading to the peak shown in Figure U. Recovery of the damping after the peak 
to a slightly lower level than before the peak in Fig. k presumably occurs be
cause a few extra pins are swept into the distribution by those dislocations 
which were unpinned from the distribution. 

The use of a pendulum control system to vibration condition and vibration 
anneal specimens in a temperature and stress range where the internal friction 
is both time dependent and emplitude dependent has allowed us to produce repro-
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ducible time decay curves such as Fig. 1 and amplitude dependent curves such as 
Fig. 2. These v i l l be analysed as a function of temperature in a fourthcoaming 
publication. 
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Figure Captions 

1 : Typical vibration cwditioning curve at R « 7-5 (T • 238°C). This mea
surement vas immediately preceded by the programmed vibration anneal 
described in the text. 

Fig. 2 : Damping levels at various amplitudes for t « 0, t « 1 h and finally 
vhen recovery was complete. Also shown is the amplitude decay curve 
from R » 9 on completion of the recovery. Rote that vibration conditio
ning at each amplitude was preceded by a programmed vibration anneal 
at R - 2. 

Fig. 3 : Damping levels at various amplitudes for t = 0 and t « 1 h. Also shown 
is the amplitude dependent curve measured in free decay from R » 8 on 
completion of the recovery. Rote that no vibration anneal occured bet
ween the step increases in amplitude. 

Fig. k : The dependence of the damping during vibration conditioning at R « 7 
after complete vibration conditioning at H * 6. 


